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ABSTRACT
Relative correctness is the property of a program to be
more-correct than another with respect to a specification;
this property enables us to rank candidate programs in
a partial ordering structure whose maximal elements are
the correct programs. Whereas traditionally we think of
program derivation as a process of successive correctnesspreserving transformations (using refinement) starting from
the specification, we argue that it is possible to derive programs by successive correctness-enhancing transformations
(using relative correctness) starting from abort. One of the
attributes of our approach is that it captures in the same
mathematical model, not only the derivation of programs
from scratch, but also most (if not all) of the activities that
arise in software evolution. Given that most software is
developed nowadays by evolving existing products rather
than from scratch, any advance in the technology of program transformation by correctness enhancement stands to
yield significant practical benefits.
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1. SOFTWARE EVOLUTION
Relative correctness is the property of a program to be
more-correct than another with respect to a given specification. Intuitively, program P ′ is more-correct than program
P with respect to specification R if and only if P ′ obeys R
more often (for a larger set of inputs) than P , and violates
R less egregiously (in fewer ways) than P . We came across
relative correctness in our attempt to define what is a fault
in a program, and what is fault removal [2, 13]. We have
since explored the impact of relative correctness in software
engineering [3], in software testing [5], and in software design [4]. In this paper, we build upon our results of [4]
by showing that relative correctness can be used not only
for program development from scratch, but also for various
forms of program evolution. We argue, in fact, that virtually all software evolution is nothing but an effort to make
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some program more-correct with respect to some specification. Given that today most software is developed, not from
scratch, but rather by evolving existing software products,
we feel that exploration of this avenue may yield substantial
returns across software engineering practice. Our purpose,
in this paper, is not to offer polished/ validated/ scalable
solutions; rather, it is merely to highlight some of the opportunities that are opened by relative correctness in the
field of software evolution.
All our definitions and results are formulated in terms
of (binary) relations, hence we assume the reader familiar
with elementary relational concepts, though we will introduce our own notations as we go. In section 2 we introduce
a general framework in which we model relevant concepts
such as specifications, program functions, program correctness, refinement, etc; and in section 3 we define relative correctness for deterministic and non-deterministic programs,
then we review some relevant properties that we need in
the remainder of the paper. In sections 4 to 7, we use relative correctness to model several aspects of software evolution, including: the derivation of a correct program from
a specification; the derivation of a (not necessarily correct
but sufficiently) reliable program from a specification; the
merger of two programs; the upgrade of a program with a
new feature; the removal of a fault from a program (corrective maintenance); and the transformation of a program to
satisfy a new specification (adaptive maintenance).

2. A PROGRAMMING FRAMEWORK
When a program p manipulates variables x and y, say,
of type X and Y , we let S be the cartesian product X × Y ,
and we refer to S as the space of p and to an element of
S as a state of p. We denote the X-component (resp. Y component) of state s by x(s) (resp. y(s)), and we may
write simply x (resp. y) if no ambiguity arises; whatever
decoration a state has (e.g. s′ , or s′′ ) is carried over to variable names (hence we write x′ for x(s′ ) and x′′ for x(s′′ )).
Given a program p on space S, we let the function of p be
the set of pairs of states (s, s′ ) such that if execution of p
starts in state s then it terminates in state s′ ; we denote this
function by upper case P and we may, by abuse of notation,
refer to a program p and its function P interchangeably.
Given two relations R and R′ on set S, we say that R′
refines R (denoted by R′ ⊒ R or R ⊑ R′ ) if and only if
RL ∩ R′ L ∩ (R ∪ R′ ) = R, where L is the universal relation on S (i.e. L = S × S) and the concatenation of
two relations represents their product (RR′ = {(s, s′ )|∃s′′ :
(s, s′′ ) ∈ R ∧ (s′′ , s′ ) ∈ R′ }). Note that RL can be writ-

ten as {(s, s′ )|s ∈ dom(R)}; it represents the domain of R
in relational form. A program p is said to be correct with
respect to a specification (relation) R on S if and only if
P ⊒ R. This definition is equivalent to traditional definitions of total correctness [7], [8].
The refinement ordering has lattice-like properties, which
we briefly present below:

Definition 2. A fault in program p with respect to a
specification R is any feature f (lexeme, expression, statement, set of statements, etc) that admits a substitute that
would make the program strictly more-correct. A fault removal is a pair of features (f, f ′ ) such that f appears in
p and program p′ obtained by replacing f with f ′ in p is
strictly more-correct than p.

• Two relations admit a least upper bound if and only
if they satisfy the following condition, which we call
the consistency condition: RL ∩ R′ L = (R ∩ R′ )L.

In the same way that refinement provides a formal model for
program derivation, relative correctness, as defined herein,
provides a formal model for fault removal; see Figure 3 (a).
To give the reader some confidence in the soundness of our
definition of relative correctness, we present the following
properties, due to [13]:

• Whenever two relations R and R′ do satisfy the consistency condition, their least upper bound (join) is
defined by: R ⊔ R′ = R′ L ∩ R ∪ RL ∩ R′ ∪ (R ∩ R′ ).
• Two relations have a least upper bound if and only if
they have an upper bound.

3. RELATIVE CORRECTNESS
3.1 Definition
Given a specification R and a program P , we refer to the
domain of (R ∩ P ) as the competence domain of program P
with respect to specification R. When P is deterministic,
the competence domain of P with respect to R is the set of
initial states for which P behaves according to R; when P
is not deterministic (i.e. it may assign more than one final
state for a given initial state), the competence domain of P
is the set of initial states for which the set of images by P
and the set of images by R overlap (i.e. have a non-empty
intersection). We have the following definition, due to [2]:
Definition 1. Given two programs p and p′ on space S
and a specification R on S, we say that p′ is more-correct
than p with respect to R (written as: P ′ ⊒R P or P ⊑R P ′ )
if and only if (R∩P )L ⊆ (R∩P ′ )L∧(R∩P )L∩R ∩P ′ ⊆ P .
We say that p′ is strictly more-correct than p if one of the
inclusions above is strict (⊂ vs. ⊆).
The first clause provides that p′ has a larger competence domain than p; the second clause provides that on the competence domain of p, p′ violates R in fewer ways than p (since
any pair (s, s′ ) such that s is in the competence domain of
p and (s, s′ ) is in P ′ and is not in R, is necessarily in P ). In
[2], we find that whenever P ′ is deterministic, the condition
of relative correctness can be simplified as follows.
Proposition 1. Given two programs p and p′ on space
S such that p′ is deterministic, and given a specification R
on S, p′ is more-correct than p with respect to R if and only
if: (R ∩ P )L ⊆ (R ∩ P ′ )L.
In the remainder of this paper, we restrict our study to deterministic programs. Figure 1 shows an example of two
deterministic programs p and p′ and a specification R such
that p′ is more-correct than p; the competence domains
of p and p′ are highlighted. Two observations are in order regarding this example: Note that p′ is more correct
than p with respect to R, but they are both incorrect; also
note that even though p′ is more-correct than p, it does not
duplicate the correct behavior of p, rather it has its own
correct behavior.

• Relative correctness is reflexive and transitive, but not
antisymmetric.
• Relative correctness culminates in (absolute) correctness, i.e. a correct program is more-correct than (or
as correct as) any candidate program.
• Relative correctness logically implies (but is not equivalent to) higher reliability; relative correctness and
higher reliability are not equivalent because the former is a logical property, whereas the latter is a stochastic property.
• The fourth property is the subject of the next proposition.
Proposition 2. Given two programs P and P ′ , P ′ refines P if and only if P ′ is more-correct than P with respect
to any specification R. We write this as:
P ′ ⊒ P ⇔ (∀R : P ′ ⊒R P ).

3.2 Relative Correctness and Refinement
Refinement is usually viewed as the touchstone of the
derivation of provably correct programs; in such a derivation process, each transformation maps an artifact into a
more-refined artifact. But Proposition 2 provides that p′
refines p if and only if p′ is more-correct than p with respect to any specification. If we are trying to derive a program that is correct with respect to a given specification
R, then R and only R ought to be the focus of our derivation effort. In [4] we argue that it is possible to derive a
correct program from a specification by stepwise correctness enhancing transformations using relative correctness,
rather than by stepwise correctness preserving transformations using refinement. In this section, we briefly discuss the
difference between a correctness-preserving transformation
and a correctness-enhancing transformation.
As an illustrative example, we consider a space S defined by two integer variables x and y and we let R be the
following specification on S: R = {(s, s′ )|x′ = x + y}. We
consider the following candidate programs:
p0: {while (y!=0) {y=y-1; x=x+1;}},
P0 = {(s, s′ )|y ≥ 0 ∧ x′ = x + y ∧ y ′ = 0}.
p1: {x=x+y;}. P1 = {(s, s′ )|x′ = x + y ∧ y ′ = y}.
p2: {x=x+y; y=0;}, P2 = {(s, s′ )|x′ = x + y ∧ y ′ = 0}.
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Figure 1: Enhancing correctness without duplicating behavior: P ′ ⊒R P
The reader can check (by referring to the definition of refinement given in section 2 and by Proposition 1) that p1 is
more-correct than p0 but does not refine it, whereas p2 refines p0 hence (according to Proposition 2) is more-correct
than p0. We have a simple explanation for this observation: if we consider the functional attributes of p0, we can
distinguish between two sources of information:
• Functional attributes that are mandated by the specification, such as the clause {x′ = x + y} in P0 .
• Functional attributes that are not mandated by the
specification, but stem from design decisions, such as
the clause {y ′ = 0} in P0 .
In order for a program to refine P0 , it has to preserve all
the functional attributes of P0 , regardless of their origin
(specification or design); this is the case for p2. But in order
for a program to be more-correct than P0 , it suffices for
it to preserve the functional attributes that are mandated
by R; it may, in the process, override / alter functional
attributes that stem from design decisions; this is the case
for program p1 which overrides {y ′ = 0} with {y ′ = y}. Not
surprisingly, p1 is simpler than p2, because it is subject to
a less stringent condition.

4. PROGRAM DERIVATION
4.1 Correct Programs
To derive a correct program for a specification R, we
have to find an artifact that has two properties: it is a (executable) program; and it is correct with respect to R. To
do this in a stepwise manner, we can either preserve correctness until we achieve executability (this is the traditional
refinement-based process), or we can maintain executability
until we achieve correctness (as we advocate in [4]). These
two processes being iterative, we can characterize them by
their initial state, their invariant assertion, their variant
function, and their exit condition, as shown in Figure 2.
See also Figure 3 (b).

4.2 Reliable Programs
In many applications, correctness is unnecessary, and the
cost of achieving correctness (as opposed to sufficient reliability) may be unjustified by the stakes attached to (sufficiently infrequent) program failure. In such cases, it may be
sufficient to produce a reliable program, rather than a correct program. Thankfully, the derivation model presented
herein encompasses the derivation of reliable programs as
well as the derivation of correct programs: as we remember
from section 3, relative correctness logically implies higher
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Figure 2: Iterative Paradigms of Programming

reliability; hence the successive programs generated by this
process are increasingly reliable; so that the derivation of
a reliable program proceeds in the same way as the derivation of a correct program, except that it terminates as soon
as the reliability reaches or exceeds the required threshold.
Given that correctness is the culmination of reliability, it
is only fitting that the derivation of a correct program be
the culmination of the derivation of a reliable program. See
Figures 3 (b) and (c).

5. PROGRAM MERGER
We consider a specification R and two candidate programs P1 and P2 (i.e. programs that are written to satisfy
R –they may or may not satisfy it in fact), each of which
fulfills the requirements of R to some limited extent, but not
necessarily to the full extent. We are interested to merge
programs P1 and P2 into a program that fulfills the requirements of R to the extent that P1 fulfills them, and to the
extent that P2 fulfills them. We submit the following definition.
Definition 3. Given a specification R and two candidate programs P1 and P2 , a merger of P1 and P2 with respect to R is any program P ′ that is more-correct than P1
and more-correct than P2 with respect to R.
We mandate that a merger program be merely morecorrect than programs P1 and P2 , rather than to refine
them, for the following reasons:
• Refinement is Unnecessary. When we resolve to refine a program, we commit to refine all its functional
attributes, those that are mandated by the specification as well as those that stem from design decisions.
But we have no reason to preserve design decisions of
P1 and P2 that do not advance the cause of relative
correctness.
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Figure 3: Alternative Program Evolution Paradigms
• Relative Correctness is Sufficient. If program P ′ is
more-correct than P1 and P2 with respect to specification R, then it delivers all the specification-mandated
behavior of P1 and all the specification-mandated behavior of P2 .
• Refinement may be Impossible. Not only is it unnecessary to refine the design-related information of P1
and P2 , it may actually be impossible: whereas the
specification-mandated information of P1 and P2 is
bounded by R, hence (according to section 2) can be
combined by the least upper bound operation, the
design-related information of P1 and P2 may be incompatible, hence cannot be combined.
We consider the space S defined by three variables x, y and
z of type integer, and we let R be the following specification: R = {(s, s′ )|x′ = x + y ∧ z ′ ≥ z + 2}. Let p1 and p2
be the following candidate programs for specification R:
p1: {z=z+2; while (y!=0) {y=y-1; x=x+1;}}
p2: {z=z+3; while (y!=0) {y=y+1; x=x-1;}}
The functions of these programs are, respectively:
P1 = {(s, s′ )|y ≥ 0 ∧ x′ = x + y ∧ y ′ = 0 ∧ z ′ = z + 2}
P2 = {(s, s′ )|y ≤ 0 ∧ x′ = x + y ∧ y ′ = 0 ∧ z ′ = z + 3}.
Indeed, the first program terminates only for initial y greater
than or equal to zero, and when it terminates, the final value
of x contains x + y, the final value of y is zero, and z is incremented by 2. As for the second program, it terminates
only for non-positive y, and when it does terminate, the
final value of y is zero, z is increased by 3 and x contains
x + y. So that each program does some of what R asks, but
neither is correct. A merger of these two programs is any
program P ′ that is more-correct than P1 and more-correct
than P2 with respect to R. The systematic derivation of the
merger of two programs is beyond the scope of this paper;
we content ourselves with presenting a candidate program
then showing that it satisfies the definition of a merger. We
propose:
p’: {z=z+4;
if (y>0) {while (y!=0) {y=y-1; x=x+1;}}
else {while (y!=0) {y=y+1; x=x-1;}}}
As far as x and y are concerned, this program imitates the
behavior of P1 for non-negative values of y, and the behavior of P2 for non-positive values of y; as far as z is concerned,
this program overrides the behavior of both P1 and P2 and
increments z by 4. We argue that this program is morecorrect than P1 and more-correct than P2 with respect to
R. The function of this program is:

P ′ = {(s, s′ )|x′ = x + y ∧ y ′ = 0 ∧ z ′ = z + 4}.
Space restrictions preclude us from showing details, but it is
easy to verify that the competence domain of P ′ ((R ∩P )L)
is equal to L, hence P ′ is more-correct than P1 and P2 . Note
that while we found a program that is more-correct than P1
and P2 , we could not find a program that refines P1 and P2 .
Indeed we can easily check that P1 and P2 do not sarisfy
the consistency condition, hence they admit no joint refinement. Indeed, no program can simultaneously increase z by
2 (to refine P1 ) and by 3 (to refine P2 ). This discrepancy between what P1 does and what P2 does precludes P1 and P2
from having a joint refinement, but does not preclude them
from having a program P ′ that is more-correct than them.
The reason is: the statements {z=z+2} (in P1 ) and {z=z+3}
(in P2 ) are not mandated by the specification (which only
requires {z ′ ≥ z + 2}) but stem instead from arbitrary design decisions; hence both can be overridden by the merger
program P ′ . The difference between refinement and relative correctness is that the former attempts to refine all
the behavior of a program, regardless of its source, whereas
the latter only refines the behavior that is mandated by the
specification. As we see in this simple example, refining all
the behavior of P1 and all the behavior of P2 is not only unnecessary, it is actually impossible. See Figure 4 (a), where
R1 and R2 represent the specification-mandated behavior
of P1 and P2 (we have explicit formulae for these, but their
study is beyond the scope of this paper).

6. PROGRAM UPGRADE
We are given a specification R and a candidate program
P , and we are interested to augment program P with a new
feature that is specified by some relation Q. Typically, P
may be a large, complex, comprehensive application that
delivers a wide range of services, and Q is a punctual additional function or service that we want to incorporate into
P (for example, P is a sprawling corporate data processing application, and Q specifies an additional report to be
delivered, or an additional output screen, or an additional
statistic on corporate transactions, etc). In transforming P
into P ′ , we have every expectation that P ′ refines Q, because Q is a fairly simple requirement and because it is the
main goal of the operation. But we have no expectation
that P ′ refine P , because the implementation of Q may require that some of the behavior of P be altered. Nor do we
expect that P ′ refines R, because in fact we are not even
sure P refines R (P is typically incorrect, i.e. it fails to correctly deliver all the required services in all circumstances).
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Figure 4: Merger and Upgrade
While we do not expect P ′ to refine P nor R, we most certainly expect P ′ to be more-correct than P with respect
to R; in other words, we do not want that in the process
of adding feature Q to P , we degrade the correctness of P
with respect to R.
Definition 4. Given a specification R and a candidate
program P , and given a feature Q that we want to add to
P , an upgrade P ′ of P with feature Q is any program that
refines Q and is more-correct than P with respect to R.

We argue in this section that corrective maintenance is
nothing but an instance of program transformation by relative correctness: in fact it is merely a step in the process
we have outlined for program derivation by correctness enhancement; it starts at the current program (rather than
abort) and it ends a step later (rather than necessarily at a
correct program). See Figure 5. As an illustration, we consider the following program on the space S defined by its
variable declarations (due to [6], with some modifications):
p: #include <iostream> ... ... ...
// line 1
main {(char q[]); int let, dig, other, i, l; char c;//
2
i=0; let=0; dig=0; other=0; l=strlen(q);
//
3
while (i<l) {
//
4
c = q[i];
//
5
if (’A’<=c && ’Z’>c) let+=2;
//
6
else
//
7
if (’a’<=c && ’z’>=c) let+=1;
//
8
else
//
9
if (’0’<=c && ’9’>=c) dig+=1;
// 10
else
// 11
other+=1;
// 12
i++;}
// 13

Given a specification R on space S defined by integer variables x and y, R = {(s, s′ )|x′ = x + y} and given the following candidate program,
p1: {x=x+10; while (y!=10) {y=y-1; x=x+1;}}
we consider the problem of upgrading program P1 with feature Q defined by: Q = {(s, s′ )|y > 0∧y ′ = 0}. The function
of program p1 is:
P1 = {(s, s′ )|y ≥ 10 ∧ x′ = x + y ∧ y ′ = 10}.
Note that P1 and Q do not satisfy the consistency condition, since P1 sets y to 10 while Q mandates that we set
it to 0 (for positive values of y). Therefore it is impossible to fulfill requirement Q without altering the behavior of
P1 . Fortunately, the feature of P1 that precludes us from
refining Q, namely the clause y ′ = 10, is not a specificationmandated requirement, but stems instead from the specific
design of P1 . Hence while it is impossible for the upgrade
program P ′ to refine P , it is not impossible for P ′ to be
more-correct than P with respect to R. We consider the
following program:
p’: {while (y!=0) {y=y-1; x=x+1;}}
The function of this program is:
P ′ = {(s, s′ )|y ≥ 0 ∧ x′ = x + y ∧ y ′ = 0}.
While space limitation preclude us from showing detailed
calculations, it is easy to check that P ′ does refine Q. On
the other hand, we can easily check that the competence
domain of P1 is {(s, s′ )|y ≥ 10} whereas the competence
domain of P ′ is {(s, s′ )|y ≥ 0}. Hence P ′ is more-correct
than P1 with respect to R. While it is not possible to satisfy Q while preserving all the behavior of P1 , it is possible,
and sufficient, to satisfy Q while enhancing the correctness
of P1 ; this is what P ′ does. See Figure 4 (b).

We define the following sets: αA = {′ A′ . . .′ Z ′ }. αa =
{′ a′ . . .′ z ′ }. ν = {′ 0′ . . .′ 9′ }. σ = {′ +′ ,′ −′ ,′ =′ , ...′ /′ }, the
set of all the ascii symbols. We let listhT i denote the set of
lists of elements of type T, and we let #A , #a , #ν and #σ
be the functions that to each list l assign (respectively) the
number of upper case alphabetic characters, lower case alphabetic characters, numeric digits, and symbols. We consider the following specification on S:
R = {(s, s′ )|q ∈ listhαA ∪ αa ∪ ν ∪ σi∧
let′ = #a (q) + #A (q) ∧ dig ′ = #ν (q) ∧ other ′ = #σ (q)}.
The competence domain of P is:
(R ∩ P )L = {(s, s′ )|q ∈ listhαa ∪ ν ∪ σi}.
This is different from the domain of R, which is
RL = {(s, s′ )|q ∈ listhαA ∪ αa ∪ ν ∪ σi},
hence P is not correct with respect to R. If we let P ′ be
the program obtained from P by changing {let=+2} into
{let=+1}, we find:
(R ∩ P ′ )L = {(s, s′ )|q ∈ listh(αA \ {′ Z ′ }) ∪ αa ∪ ν ∪ σi}.
Clearly, (R ∩ P ′ )L ⊃ (R ∩ P )L. Hence statement {let+=2}
is a fault in P with respect to specification R and the substitution of {let+=2} by {let+=1} is a fault removal in P
with respect to R.

7. SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE

7.2 Adaptive Maintenance

7.1 Corrective Maintenance

Adaptive maintenance consists in taking a program P
which was originally developed to satisfy some specification
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R and changing it to make it satisfy some new specification
R′ . We view this as simply trying to make P more-correct
with respect to R′ than it is in its current form. Clearly, one
does this if one believes that P is close enough to satisfy
R′ that it is more economical to evolve P than to start
from abort. Be that as it may, we argue that adaptive
maintenance is again a process of making a program morecorrect with respect to a given specification. See Figure
6.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider the concept of relative correctness (due to [13]), and show that it pervades software
evolution, and is potentially more flexible, without being
less effective, than refinement-based program transformations. In particular, we find that this concept can provide
a formal model for a wide range of software evolution activities, including software design, corrective maintenance,
adaptive maintenance, software upgrade, program merger,
etc. As a consequence, we argue that by evolving a technology of program transformation with relative correctness,
we stand to enhance a wide range of software engineering
activities.
Other authors have introduced similar-sounding but distinct notions of relative correctness [1, 9–12, 14]. Their work
differs from ours in terms of its specification format (executable assertions vs. input/output relations), its program
semantics (execution traces vs. program functions), its definition of correctness (successful assertions vs. refinement),
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